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Get this from a library! Mice as a hobby. [Jack Young]
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Mice typically enter our homes between October and February, looking for food, water and shelter from the
cold. While these rodents may look cute, mice spread more germs than most people realize.
A mouse is a small rodent with a pointed nose, furry round body, large ears and a long, often hairless, tail. There
are hundreds of types of mice, divided into subfamilies of either Old World or ...
Winterjacken – Parka, Daunen, Stepp und Co. Im Winter sowie an kühlen Tagen der Übergangszeit – die
Winterjacke ist Dein täglicher Begleiter, wenn es draußen ungemütlich wird.
How to Get Rid of Mice in the Garden. Traps and bait are the most common methods of garden mouse control.
Before you choose how to get rid of mice in the garden, consider the other factors affected by baits and traps.
Mice will build nests when they breed so they have a comfortable space for their young. Check for round nests
made of cardboard, fabric, and other scrap materials in your attic, basement, and underneath your cabinets. If
you find a nest, contact a professional exterminator immediately so they can get rid of it properly.
Young children also touch things that they shouldn't, like their noses or mouths, so have them wash their hands
after handling the mice. An adult should also make sure that the mice are being properly cared for, in terms of
feeding, keeping the cage clean, etc.
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